
Just 8.5 Seconds!

•Maximum Exposure
•Maximum Portability
•Impossible to Ignore
•Durable and High Quality

With using premium mobile billboards from 
Advertising In Motion, you can move with 
your intended audience. You can deliver your 
customized ad content directly to your 
prospective customers as they commute to 
and from work.

With traditional billboard advertising, that’s
all you get.  It’s TRUE!  At best, considering
a conservative speed of 45 to 65 mph, the 
average driver zipping by the typical billboard
will have only 8.5 seconds, AT THE MOST, to
read AND digest your advertising message.
Worse, a static billboard will only reach those
people who happen to be driving along the
particular stretch of highway where the board
is located; and that assumes the driver 
happens to be looking up in the first place to 
even see the billboard. 

STATIC vs MOBILE



Our mobile billboards allow you to bring a 
billboard-size message to street level and 
deliver it anywhere including hard-to-hit
locations where standard billboards are 
unavailable or simply not allowed. You 
decide where and when your ads will appear.
No other advertising medium at your disposal 
will give you this kind of control, portability, 
and  exposu re .            .

Advertising In Motion mobile billboards are 
among the largest mobile billboards in the 
country.  They are built to deliver in a big 
way, with your ad displayed on a massive 
650 square-foot total surface. "That's larger 
than some apartments!" To increase both 
visibility and relative daily impressions, your 
ad is shown from four viewing angles. 

No matter which side of the street people
are facing, your ads will reach them. Unlike 
stationary billboards that require drivers to 
look upwards, away from their natural line 
of vision. Your full size ads are displayed a 
mere four feet off the ground!  "We deliver 
immediate, measurable, and overwhelming 
targeted results."                       .

AN OCEAN OF MOTION



AIM also offers top-quality services when 
it comes to designing and deploying your 
ad campaign. Our in-house creative staff 
can assist in the design process and we 
will proudly display your company name, 
logo, advertisement, Web site, phone 
number, or anything you wish. 

Want to run two totally different ads, one for 
each side? No problem, and at no additional 
cost. Our durable vinyl mobile billboards are 
weather-proof and guaranteed not to fade, 
rip, or sag. AIM uses digital high-resolution 
UV printing on our high-quality extreme vinyl, 
for maximum visibility and extended life of 
your ads.                               .

START WITH ART



Our entire fleet of mobile billboards are clean, 
attractive, and driven by uniformed, professional 
drivers.  Each unit is GPS-equipped, providing 
our clients with detailed  route information 
aka, Proof of Performance.  An onboard FM 
Broadcast System inside the billboard  
broadcasts your fully digital customized 
message. 

Let us give your ad a pulse and bring it to 
life. Strobe lights, Smoke machines, Sound 
EFX, Music, and Pyrotechnics, are just a 
few of the options available. Your audience 
will no longer be passive viewers of your 
advertising, they become part of the 
advertisment, part of the experience.  
The Secret? Pure and simple, 

Want to get even more attention? 

"Mobile Billboard Advertising 
Delivers The Message.”

WE CAN LET IT SWING



Unprecedented in the mobile billboard 
industry, that’s a massive 650 sq/ft of 
street level, go anywhere, in your face 
advertising that’s impossible to ignore. 
It’s always working, and can’t be turned 
off. You’re in total control. You determine 
where it goes, and when it gets there.

Here’s the Secret, pure and simple. 

Extensive Research Shows That Mobile 
Promotions Are Highly Effective: Messages 
on outdoor mobile billboards have a 97% 
recall rate. (Source: RYB & Becker Group) 
96% of respondents said mobile outdoor 
advertisements are more effective than 
traditional advertising.  (Source: Outdoor 
Advertising Magazine)                                  .

New Product Rollout 
Special Events & Trade Shows
Conventions & Concerts 
Website Awareness 
Sporting & College Events
Retail Promotions
Political Campaigns 
Corporate Branding 
Public Announcements

MOBILE BILLBOARD USES
“Mobile Billboard Advertising 

Delivers The Message.”
“Mobile Billboard Advertising 

.”Delivers The Message

LARGE AND IN CHARGE








